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Abstract

We consider the derangements graph in which the vertices are permutations
of f1 : : : ng. Two vertices are joined by an edge if the corresponding permutations dier in every position. The derangements graph is known to be hamiltonian and it follows from a recent result of Jung that every pair of vertices is
joined by a Hamilton path. We use this result to settle an open question, by
showing that it is possible, for any n and k satisfying 2  k  n and k 6= 3, to
generate permutations of f1 : : : ng so that successive permutations dier in k
consecutive positions. In fact, the associated k-consecutive derangements graph
is also Hamilton-connected.

1 Introduction
The problem of generating permutations has received much attention, classically,
because of its importance in algorithms, and, more recently, because of its connection
with some open problems for Cayley graphs.
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Given a group G and a set X G, the (undirected) Cayley graph of G with
respect to X is the graph C G X ] with vertex set G in which vertices u and v are
joined by an edge (labeled x) if and only if ux = v or vx = u for some x 2 X . The
graph C G X ] is connected if and only if X is a set of generators for G. It is an
open question whether every connected Cayley graph is hamiltonian or even has a
Hamilton path. The latter is a special case of the more general conjecture of Lovasz
that every connected, undirected, vertex-transitive graph has a Hamilton path Lo].
It is even unknown whether every connected Cayley graph of Sn is hamiltonian. Some
results on Cayley graphs are surveyed in WiGa].
It was established independently by Johnson Jo] and Trotter Tr] that it is possible to generate all permutations of 1 : : : n, each exactly once, so that successive
permutations (as well as the rst and last) dier only by one swap of two elements
in adjacent positions, that is, by an adjacent transposition. This gives an ecient
algorithm for generating permutations and at the same time shows that the Cayley
graph of Sn with respect to the generating set f(j j + 1) : 1  j < ng is hamiltonian.
Techniques for still more ecient permutation generation are surveyed in Se]. In
this paper we focus on two other Cayley graphs of Sn : the derangements graph and
a generalization, the k-consecutive derangements graph.
We will use both straight line notation and cycle notation for permutations.
In straight line notation, ha1a2 : : : ani denotes the permutation  2 Sn de ned by
(i) = ai for 1  i  n. In cycle notation, the cycle  = (b1 : : :bk ) 2 Sn is de ned by

(bk ) = b1,
(bi) = bi+1 for 1  i  k ; 1, and
(j ) = j if j 62 fb1 : : : bk g:
We perform composition of permutations from right to left so, for example,
(3 2)  h24531i = h2 1i
whereas

h24531i  (3 2) = h25431i:

A permutation  2 Sn is a derangement if  has no xed points. For ,  2 Sn,
0
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we say that  is a derangement of  if  =    for some derangement, . In this
case, note that (i) 6=  (i) for 1  i  n.
The set of derangements is a generating set of Sn for n 6= 3. This follows for
n  4, since f(j j + 1) : 1  j < ng is a generating set for Sn and for 1  i < n, the
transposition (j j + 1) is the product of the two derangements:
0

0

0

(j j + 1) = (1 : : : n)2]  (n : : : 1)2  (j j + 1)]:
The derangements graph, for given n, is the Cayley graph of Sn with respect to the
generating set of derangements. The question as to whether the derangements graph
is hamiltonian was posed in Rab] and Wi1]. A constructive solution due to Eggleton
and Wallis is described in EgWa] (the construction as described does not work when
n = 7, but can be easily patched) and another, due to Yarbrough is described in
RaSl]. Existence of a Hamilton cycle was shown in Me] and Wi2] to follow from
Jackson's theorem that every d-regular, 2-connected graph with at most 3d vertices
is hamiltonian Ja]. We will show in Section 2 that a generalization of Jackson's
theorem, due to Jung Ju], can be applied to show that for n  4 the derangements
graph is also Hamilton-connected, that is, every pair of distinct vertices is joined by
a Hamilton path.
To simultaneously generalize the problems of generating permutations, at one
extreme, by adjacent transpositions and, at the other extreme, by derangements, we
considered generating permutations by k-derangements in Sa]. Call a permutation
 2 Sn a k-derangement if  has exactly n ; k xed points. For k 6= 3 and 2  k  n,
the set of k-derangements forms a generating set for Sn . For example, consider the
adjacent transposition (j j + 1). Choose an i satisfying 1  i  n ; k + 1 and
j j +1 2 fi : : : i + k ; 1g. Then (j j +1) is the product of the two k-derangements:
(j j + 1) = (i + k ; 1 : : : i + 1 i)2]  (i i + 1 : : : i + k ; 1)2  (j j + 1)]:
It was shown independently in Sa] and Pu1] that the Cayley graph of Sn with
respect to the generating set of k-derangements is hamiltonian. (This does not follow
from Jackson's theorem unless k = n or k = n ; 1, as noted in Sa].) However, it
was left open whether this result would still hold if one only considers the subset of
k-derangements in which the non- xed points are consecutive.
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Call a permutation  2 Sn a k-consecutive derangement if the non- xed points
of  are i i + 1 : : :  i + k ; 1 for some i : 1  i  n ; k + 1. The argument above
shows that the set of k-consecutive derangements is also a generating set of Sn for
k 6= 3 2  k  n. We call the Cayley graph of Sn with respect to this generating
set the k-consecutive derangements graph and it was asked in Sa] whether this graph
is hamiltonian. The answer was shown to be yes for even values of k in Pu2].
We show in Section 2 that the k-consecutive derangements graph is hamiltonian for
k 6= 3 2  k  n. In fact, it is Hamilton-connected for all k  4. This becomes the
Hamilton-connectivity of the derangements graph when k = n.
Finally, recall that any permutation can be written as the product of transpositions
and is even or odd, according to whether the number of transpositions is even or odd.
For  2 Sn, sign()= 1 if  is even otherwise, sign() = ;1.

2 The k-Consecutive Derangements Graph
Let G(n k) denote the Cayley graph of Sn with respect to the generating set of kconsecutive derangements. For k = 2, G(n k) is the Cayley graph C Sn B ], where
B = f(1 2) (2 3) : : : (n ; 1 n)g, otherwise known as the adjacent transposition
graph. The adjacent transposition graph is bipartite and the following theorem from
Tc] establishes that G(n 2) is Hamilton-laceable for n  4. (A bipartite graph is
Hamilton-laceable if any two vertices from dierent parts of the bipartition are joined
by a Hamilton path.)

Theorem 1 (Tchuente) For any generating set B of transpositions for Sn, C Sn B ]
is Hamilton-laceable for n  4.
Proof. See Tc], Thm. 1, p. 117.
2
When k = 3 and n  k, G(n k) is not connected, since any 3-consecutive derangement is a product of two 2-cycles and therefore permutations of opposite sign
cannot be joined by a path in G(n 3). For n = k, G(n k) is the derangements graph
and the following generalization of Jackson's theorem Ja], due to Jung Ju], can be
used to show the derangements graph is Hamilton-connected for n  4.
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Theorem 2 (Jung) Let G be a d-regular, 3-connected graph with at most 3d ; 1
vertices. If G is not isomorphic to the graph H (d) in Figure 1, then G has the
hamiltonian property, i.e., G is Hamilton-laceable if G is bipartitite, and Hamiltonconnected otherwise.

2

Proof. See Ju], Thm. 1, p. 282.
To establish that G(n n) is 3-connected, we will use the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Watkins) If G is a connected, vertex transitive graph with vertex degree

d, then the connectivity of G is at least 2d=3.
Proof. See Wa], Thm. 3, p. 28.
2
Corollary 1 The derangements graph G(n n) is Hamilton-connected for n  4.
Proof. The graph G(n n) is a Cayley graph and all Cayley graphs are vertex transitive. Thus, G(n n) cannot be isomophic to H (d) of Figure 1 for any d. G(n n) is
connected since the derangements form a generating set, as shown in Section 1. The
degree of a vertex is just the number of derangements of h1 : : : ni, which is (see, e.g.,
Ha], pp. 9-10)
n!(1 ; 1=1! + 1=2! ; 1=3! + : : : + (;1)n=n!):
For n  4 this is at least
n!(1 ; 1=1! + 1=2! ; 1=3! + 1=4! ; 1=5!) = 11n!=30 > (n! + 1)=3:
So by Theorem 2, it remains to show that G(n n) is 3-connected. By Theorem 3, the
connectivity of G(n n) is at least (2=3)(11n!=3) which, for n  4, is at least 3. 2
We now show that G(n k) is Hamilton-connected for all n and k satisfying n 
k  4 using a modi cation of the construction of Tchuente. Note that Theorem 2
does not apply for k < n ; 1: the k-consecutive derangements graph is a subgraph of
the k-derangements graph in which each vertex degree is (Ha], p.9)
(n!=(n ; k)!)(1 ; 1=1! + 1=2! ; 1=3! + : : : + (;1)k =k!)
which for n ; 2  k  2 is at most
(n!=2)(1 ; 1=1! + 1=2!) = n!=4 < n!=3:
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Figure 1: The graph H (d) of Theorem 2.
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Theorem 4 For n  k  4, the k-consecutive derangements graph G(n k) is Hamiltonconnected.

Proof. We use induction on the dierence n ; k. If n ; k = 0 then G(n k) = G(n n)
which is Hamilton-connected by Corollary 1. Otherwise, let n > k  4 and assume
inductively that G(n ; 1 k) is Hamilton-connected. Since Cayley graphs are vertextransitive, it suces to show that h1 : : : ni is joined by a Hamilton path in G(n k) to
every  2 Sn .
For 1  r  n, let Gr (n k) denote the subgraph of G(n k) induced by those
vertices  2 Sn with (n) = r. Then Gr (n k) = G(n ; 1 k). Given distinct   2 Sn
and a list T = t1 : : :  tm, 2  m  n, of distinct elements from f1 : : : ng satisfying
(n) = t1 and  (n) = tm, de ne a k-admissible sequence for (   T ) to be a sequence
of 2m distinct permutations A1 =  A1 A2 A2 : : :  Am Am =  satisfying, for 1 
i  m ; 1,
(i) A1 =  Am =  
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(ii) Ai Ai 2 Gt (n k) for 1  i  m and
(iii)Ai and Ai+1 are adjacent in G(n k) for 1  i  m ; 1:
0

i

0

Clearly a k-admissible sequence exists for every such (   T ). For  2 Sn , to
construct a Hamilton path from h1 : : : ni to , we consider two cases.
Case 1. If (n) 6= n, let T = t1 t2 : : :  tn be a listing of the elements of f1 : : :  ng
with t1 = n and tn = (n). Let A1 A1 : : : An An be a k-admissible sequence for
(h1 : : : ni  T ). By induction, for 1  i  n, Ai and Ai are joined by a Hamilton
path pi in Gt (n k). Concatenation of these paths p1p2 : : :pn gives a Hamilton path
from h1 : : : ni to  in G(n k).
Case 2. If (n) = n, by induction there is a Hamilton path q from h1 : : : ni to
 in Gn (n k). Let  be consecutive vertices on q satisfying (n ; 1) 6= (n ; 1).
Rotate the last k positions of and to get =  (n n ; 1 : : : n ; k + 1) and
=  (n n ; 1 : : : n ; k + 1). Let T = t1 : : :  tn 1 be a sequence of n ; 1 distinct
elements from f1 : : :  ng with t1 = (n) = (n ; 1) and tn 1 = (n) = (n ; 1)
and let A1 A1 : : :  An 1 An 1 be a k-admissible sequence for (   T ). By induction,
there is a Hamilton path pi in Gt (n k) for 1  i  n ; 1 joining Ai and Ai. Replacing
0

0

0

0

i

0

0

;

0

0

;

0

;

0

0

0

;

0

i
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the edge joining and in q by the path p1 : : :pn
path in G(n k).

1

;

gives the required Hamilton

3 Concluding Remarks
A dierent generalization of the derangements graph was considered in RaSl]. Given
a graph G with n vertices, consider only the G-derangements, that is, those derangements satisfying: (i) is adjacent to i in G for 1  i  n. Let DG] be the Cayley
graph of Sn with respect to these G-derangements. Then DKn ] is the derangements
graph which is known to be hamiltonian. But in fact, not all of the edges of Kn
were needed. Using a variation on Yarbrough's construction, Rall and Slater have
found a graph G with only 2n + 1 edges for which DG] is hamiltonian. They ask
whether any graph G with fewer edges can have this property. Recently, Jacobson
and West have noted that when n is odd, the Cayley graph of Sn, with respect to
the basis consisting of the two derangements (1 : : : n)2 and (1 : : : n)(n ; 1 n), is
hamiltonian. There is a graph G with only n + 2 edges which will allow these two
permutations as G-derangements. One can pose similar questions for the property of
Hamilton-connectivity.
What other families of generating sets give rise to hamiltonian Cayley graphs of Sn
(or An)? Examples appear in GoRo], Co], and Pu2]. Perhaps the most general result
concerns the Cayley graphs of Sn with respect to any basis of transpositions. These
were shown to be hamiltonian in KoLi] and in Sl] (by a much simpler argument) and
Hamilton-connected in Tc]. Suppose one considers generating sets of permutations
 which are involutions, that is, 2 = 1? Not every involution is a transposition.
Finally, is every connected (undirected) non-bipartite Cayley graph, with minimum vertex degree at least 3, Hamilton-connected? According to Brian Alspach, no
counterexamples are known.
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